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“Love is sacrifce. Love sacrifces itself for its
neighbor.”

Advertisement

― Elder Thaddeus of Vitovnica

“Until you have suffered much in your heart, you
cannot learn humility.”
― Elder Thaddeus of Vitovnica
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O noble Champion, following God who is reverently
praised in Trinity, you abandoned the temples of idols.
Struggling amid suffering, O Barbara, you were not
overwhelmed by the threats of the tyrants, O brave
One, even singing aloud, "I worship the Trinity, the
one Godhead."
Kontakion: (Tone 4)
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Contact:
andreawoolman22@
gmail.com

Note from the Editor

Dear St. Raphael Journal readers,
Thank you for checking out our newsletter! It wouldn't be possible without all the
amazing support from SRS teachers and staff. If you would like to see more student
submissions, please explore the St. Raphael School Journal Website. To submit names for
the prayer list or a student submission, email the Newsletter team here.

Andrea Woolman
Managing Editor & Website Coordinator
St. Raphael School Journal
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St. Barbara
By Erika Kjendal – Column Writer
"For if you call out to understanding,
raise your voice to discernment,/If you
seek it like silver, search for it like
treasure, /Then you will understand the
Lord’s fear, and you will fnd the
knowledge of God" (Proverbs 2:3-5).
This proverb teaches us
that those who make a sincere
effort to discover wisdom will
understand the Lord’s fear and
fnd the knowledge of God. What a
promise! One cannot even
comprehend how great the Lord
is, and yet here it is promised that
we will be able to understand His
knowledge! This reward places a
great value on the effort one must
put in seeking wisdom and the
burning desire for it that must be
within you. Not just anyone will
understand and fnd this
knowledge, only those who are
actively looking for it and value it
above the precious things of this
earth. How reminiscent of Jesus’
words: "Those who seek will fnd,
and to those who knock, the door
will be opened." If we seek after
wisdom we will fnd wisdom, and
not worldly, half-baked wisdom,
but the wisdom of God. In other
words, if we truly search after the
truth and want it even more than
earthly treasure, we will come into
the knowledge of God, and He
who alone can impart wisdom will
guide us in the light
of His truth — which is the truth.
Many saints exemplify this
pursuit of truth, but the one I will
pick up today is St. Barbara.
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She was born in a rich, pagan
household, and her father devoted
everything to her after the death of
his wife. Because of her
extraordinary beauty, he locked her
in a tower away from the eyes of
strangers, and gave her the best
pagan teachers to instruct her in a
variety of subjects. She learned
quickly and became very
knowledgeable, but gazing out on
the beautiful world surrounding her,
she realized she was missing
something. Earnestly she began to
question the beginnings of this world
and the Creator who created such a
splendid, harmonious universe. She
realized the falsity of the idols
around her, and the desire to know
the true God consumed her entirely.
She decided to devote her entire life
to this goal and to preserve herself in
virginity. Her father began to grow
impatient with her constant refusal
to marriage proposals, and
eventually allowed her to leave her
tower and form her own
acquaintances. In the city, she met
young Christian maidens who
instructed her in the way of Christ
and the faith. How overjoyed
Barbara was! Her happiness
continued to increase for a priest
disguised as a merchant had made
his way into the city, and, after
instructing her in the mysteries of
the church, he baptized her. Not
long after, her Christian faith was
revealed to her father because she
had transformed a bath house into a
baptistry . He was enraged and

handed her over to the authorities
who tortured her terribly after she
refused to renounce Christ. When
they realized nothing could break
her conviction in God, she was
beheaded by her own father. At last
she was able to pass into eternal life
and be fully united with her
heavenly Bridegroom.
St. Barbara’s life is a perfect
example of this love of true wisdom.
When she realized the pagan
teachings were incomplete, she
desired to know the truth so much
that she dedicated her life to the
pursuit of it. She placed it above all
earthly rewards, for she could have
easily married the richest suitor in
the city, but instead she kept her
virginity. She was greatly rewarded,
for she was taught the faith and the
fullness of the truth found therein.
And when her zeal in her faith and
pursuit of truth caused her
Christianity to be revealed, she
submitted to tortures and death. In
her death, she was able to be united
fully with Christ and completely
understand His wisdom in a way
that is only possible through death.
The promise related in this proverb
was fulflled in its wholeness in this
act. May we all strive to emulate
this blessed woman in our own
pursuit for truth.
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Autumn leaves
By Owen Bender – Column Writer
Back in November, my family
and I spent a while at Holy
Dormition monastery in
Michigan. We hardly even
spent enough time there to fully
adjust to the one hour difference
in time zones from Chicago, but
spending any amount of time in
a serene, rural setting tends to
foster a bit of contemplative
thought. In my case, this is
especially true if I have
something that requires no
brain power to keep me
physically active.
Imagine, if you will, the
area in the property of the
monastery that extends past the
nuns’ quarters, church, dining
area, etc. Seeing as most of the
nuns’ daily lives cycle between
these places, the ground there
isn’t disturbed by any sort of
frequent traffc. Now scatter
some decently sized trees
around there. Only, make
practically every one of them a
deciduous tree, and account for
the fact that it is, as I said
before, November. The result is
leaves. A sunset colored ocean
of fallen leaves.
Raking these leaves was
the task that the older, capable
members of my family
volunteered to do one
afternoon. (The fve-year-old
and the two-year-old alternated
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between jumping in the pile we
made and “helping.”) We would
set a tarp down on a spot with
less than the average amount of
leaves, then rake leaves onto that
tarp from the surrounding area.
Once the tarp was full, two
people would lift it by the corners
and carry our leaf pile over to a
large composting pile. Since there
were so many leaves all spread
out in different places, a clump of
a notable size could be collected
on the tarp with barely any
visible difference on the ground.
On top of that, there was the
wind, repeatedly re-coating a spot
we had just cleared with leaves
from elsewhere.
We did not, of course,
attempt to clear away literally
every leaf in the area, and
stopped eventually. However, I
spent the last few minutes
working out a thought: what if
this was not an everyday task that
we could quit to do more
important things? What if, for
example, rather than clearing out
a bit of land, it was an eternal
soul? Throughout our lives in this
world, we as Christians seek to
improve ourselves, but how can
one make any sort of “progress”
with as many faws as fallen
leaves in autumn and continual
temptations present and future?
The source of this paradox
.

is a misunderstanding of the goal
We were not trying to purge the
monastery of leaves, we were
doing something to help the nuns
out of respect for them. We
aren’t trying to achieve
perfection, either-we humans are
incapable of that. Rather, we
become perfect in the Kingdom
of Heaven only through the
grace of God. The work we do
on earth does not cause our
salvation, but rather is a
demonstration of our love for
and loyalty to our Lord and
Savior. Standing before Him on
the day of judgement, the only
thing an honest Christian will
have to say in their defense is,
“Lord, Jesus Christ, have mercy
on me, a sinner.”
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A Film Review of CS Lewis: The Most Reluctant Convert
“In the Trinity Term of 1929, I gave
in, and admitted that God was God,
and knelt and prayed: perhaps, that
night, the most dejected and reluctant
convert in all England. I did not then
see what is now the most...obvious
thing; the Divine humility which will
accept a convert even on such terms.
The Prodigal Son at least walked
home on his own feet. But who can
duly adore that Love which will open
the high gates to a prodigal who is
brought in kicking, struggling,
resentful, and darting his eyes in every
direction for a chance of escape?”
--C.S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy
Conveying the beautiful
tale of C.S. Lewis’ conversion
story from Christianity to
Atheism (where he dabbled in
the occult for a while) and his
return to Christianity, the
recently released flm C.S.
Lewis The Most Reluctant
Convert is a wonderful flm
choice for a family movie night.
Based upon the one-man play of
the same name presented by
The Fellowship for the
Performing Arts (a Christian
theater company based in New
York City), the story is told from
the perspective of Old C.S.
Lewis (played by Max Mclean)
while actor Eddie Ray Martin
plays the young version of Lewis
and Nicholas Ralph portrays
C.S. Lewis as a young man.
The flm was released on
November 3rd, 2021 and while
it was originally scheduled for a
St. Raphael School Journal

Grace
Wagner – Column Writer
x
one day showing, the deadline
was extended to invite a greater
audience number to see the flm
(due to its immense success in
theaters on the frst day).
The flm follows C.S.
Lewis (known by his friends and
family as “Jack,” since he
despised his given name of “Clive
Staples”) from his spiritual
journey from his childhood to his
adult life. As a young boy, Lewis
held the frm belief that God was
like a magician who would grant
any kind of wish that he asked
for, and so, he repeatedly prayed
for the healing of his mother
(Florence Lewis), who had been
diagnosed with cancer. When his
mother passed away from cancer
in 1908 when he was ten years
old, Lewis began to fall away
from the faith and became very
angry at God for not saving his
mother. He refected later on that
during his teenage years he was
“very angry with God for not
existing” and “equally angry with
Him for creating a world.” At age
nineteen in 1917 he was sent to
the trenches in France to fght in
the Great War (WWI) and he was
wounded in 1918 and two of
colleagues were killed in battle.
The horrors of war and the
sorrows of losing his mother at
such a young age both
contributed to Lewis’ profession
of atheism as a young adult. The
movie then follows his life as a
university student at Oxford

where he met several bright
young scholars who would
become his lifelong friends
including J.R.R. Tolkien, and
Hugo Dyson. Tolkien and Dyson
both played a large role in
leading Lewis back to the faith,
and they were a great infuence
on Lewis that eventually caused
him to realize and admit that
God was God, and return to the
faith.
Filmed in eighteen
locations across England, the
cinematography was absolutely
breathtaking with majestic shots
of Oxford University, and rolling
countryside. I was not expecting
such a large amount of the flm
to be narration, but I loved how
the scriptwriters were able to
portray C.S. Lewis’ high levels of
education by using an
abundance of sophisticated and
elegant vocabulary, and by
incorporating numerous quotes
from The Weight of Glory,
Surprised by Joy, and Mere
Christianity into the script.
While Max McLean’s
philosophical and spiritual
narration of Lewis’ life might not
captivate younger audiences for
the entire hour and thirty
minutes of its runtime, for older
audiences the movie is a splendid
and engaging retelling of Lewis’
rejection of Christianity as a
teenager and how he returned to
the faith that is defnitely a
“must-see”!
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DECEMBER DELIGHT
By Maurice Ernest Kent
Laying under layers
Of quilts, wonderfully warm
I hear the tittering of trees
And the stirring of a storm.
I nudge my nose out
Of my nest I’m nuzzled in.
I smell hints of peppermint
And the scent of cinnamon.
For a minute moment
I overtly open my eyes.
I see snow swirling softly
And clouds covering the skies.
As I duck once more into my den
And continue counting sheep
I feel my blanket on my cheek
And with that I fall asleep.
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BLOW OH OLIFANT
Culminating Activity
Ruth Olivia Colyar
Blow sorrow song, the sound of Roland’s call,
The last lunge of war pain, the strange bloodshed.
The mountains cried, in vain they resounded,
Olifant why not? The sweet song could save.
The dead bodies laid down, the stained grass spoiled,
If it only were that, oh sorry knights.
That Olifant, beautiful, strong, gave help,
Oh how vain was the burst, the pain of head.
The blow of the horn, the sorry cry.
Olifant cry now! before it is too late
.
Oh Roland blow! Do not act in pride fool.
Oh mountains weep! See the unmoving lips.
Oh Olivier groan! Night will look down.
As Roland refuses, and calls out, fght.
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A COLLECTION OF POEMS FOR THE COLD
MONTHS
“Maze of Corn”

A perfect maze of corn
It stands tall and proud
Showing God’s Harvest
“Apples”
It’s exquisite taste,
Tempting Red, Perfect Golden,
Radiates God’s Glory
“Pumpkin Pie”
From the patch to table,
The smell emanates God’s Grace.
Pie baked perfectly.
“Wheat”
Whisps dance in the wind,
They look like heaven’s golden road.
As they fold and dance.
A LIGHT
By A Student
Though the snow has not yet set on the
ground,
A veil of greyish white covers the sky.
It is a time in which you cannot tell whether it
is morning, afternoon, or evening.
The leaves have all fallen to the ground,
Wet from the rain and snow that had come
and gone just as the days.
Only one thing remains full of vigor
It’s bright pigments occupy your mind all day
long.
Its a burst of a color in a bland world.
A light in the darkness

St. Raphael School Journal

“I am adding an ornament a day in my Jesse Tree. I
am drawing the ornaments myself as I am reading.
They are in order: Jesse at the base - David's father
whose family was in Bethlehem, Creation of
everything and Creation of people, the Fall, Noah's
Ark and the covenant with God, Abraham's promise
and Abraham's obeying to God, Jacob's Ladder,
Joseph and his coat of many colors, Joseph in Egypt
with his brothers, Moses in the basket, Moses
praying and the Burning Bush, Plagues in Egypt,
Moses leading the people crossing the Red Sea,
Moses and The 10 Commandments received from
God on Mt. Sinai, Moses striking the rock in the
desert to give water to his people, The Ark of the
Covenant, in the distance up the prophecy of the
birth of Messiah, and way up high I have the
Nativity.”
– John
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TOGETHER
By A Student

DREAMS
By Genevieve Bell

The wind blows by,
Neighbors say hi,
Football games end in ties.

Creep behind the bushes,
Shhh, don’t make a sound,
If you really want to see
Where the fairy queen is crowned.

Children play around in the felds instead.
Teenagers spend time with one another and new
friendships spread.
Women come together to cook and share stories.
Men work at the grill and share their glory.
Underfoot, leaves crunch.
Everyone attends the festival at church.
Everyone gathers around the bonfre to be
together.
It’s Fall!!

Softly you can hear the music,
Composed by the breeze,
As all the fairies settle down on the mulberry tree.
An unearthly silence descends,
Her wings ficker gracefully.
A crown of woven fowers falls upon her tiny head,
As the whisper-spoken fairy rites are read.
You can hear fairies cheer,
Like the sound of tinkling bells.
For the crowning is over,
They begin their nighttime farewells.
Disappearing from sight,
Snuffed out like a candle's light.
I turn to realize you haven’t made a peep,
Only to see you have fallen deeply asleep.

HOWLS IN THE MOONLIGHT
By Ella Lowery
Preface:
It had been a constant feud for as long as any wolf can remember. The packs used to trust each other,
trade with each other. Then, the trust that had been built up over hundreds of years was shattered in
less than a week. In one week, every tribe leader disappeared. The tribes tried to fnd a peaceful
solution, but nothing worked. Chaos ensued. All of a sudden, wolves were falling like fies. Then, four
powerful wolves rose to power and claimed the role of chief. Now there is no war, but that ancient
trust was lost forever. Wolves killed foreigners on sight if they were in the wrong territory. Soon this
would change. Everyone prayed to The Ancestor it would.
Click hereto read the remainder of this short story
St. Raphael School Journal
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X
Level 4 Literature

Level 5 Catechism

Level 6 History
1

In this month of
November, the class has read The
Little Prince by Antoine de SaintExupery. For the culminating
activity they each chose a quote
from the book, memorized it, and
wrote a speech about what it
meant to them. In nature studies
they have been learning about
astronomy. They have also begun
moon journals. In poetry they have
had many discussions in class,
turning kickstarters into
conversations that take up the
entire class time.
Contributed by Nicholas Kjendal

This month, the students
of Level 5 Catechism have been
reading from Joshua and Judges.
They also wrote their fall
biographies based on one of the
individuals from Genesis whom
they have learned about. Each
week, they read assigned text from
the Bible and discuss it in
class.Contributed by Susanna Dorham

Students of History Level 6
are now well into the text of
Polybius’ The Histories. So far,
they have read on the Punic Wars,
the Carthaginian Civil War, and
the Social War. Although mainly
focused on the key events, Polybius
also makes many insightful side
comments, such as the importance
of music in society or on what
makes an effective general.
Students have enjoyed reading and
discussing Polybius’ The Histories,
and look forward to continuing
their academic endeavors in
learning about the history of Rome.
Contributed by Julianna Esparza

Level 5 Literature

Level 6 Literature

“Corialanus is a play
about the great Roman
general who gets exiled
from his own
country”

Level 6 Catechism

y

X

The students of Level 5
Liberal Arts have spent this month
reading and discussing epic poems.
They started off with Beowulf and
from there moved on to The Song
of Roland. Reading them back to
back has helped them to compare
and contrast between the two
poems and expand their
knowledge of medieval history.
Contributed by Susanna Dorham
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XxIn Ancient Classics Literature

Section 1, the class has fnished up
with Virgil’s Aenead and are now
working through one of
Shakespeare’s tragedies,
Corialanus. Corialanus is a play
about the great Roman general
who gets exiled from his own
country, and it is also a political
commentary with questions like
“what is nobility?”. They also just
wrote an Ecphrasis, which literally
means “description” in Greek, for
a selection of their choice from the
Aenead. All in all, it has been a
very interesting and fun month!
Contributed by Anders Kjendal

Catechism Level 6, though intense
and diffcult, has been both fruitful
and benefcial to the students this
month. They are beginning a new
project, writing their own spiritual
manual. Their ideas and outlines
have been creative and wonderful
as they try to wrap their minds
around what St. Theopan’s Unseen
Warfare talks about. They work on
putting what he says into their daily
lives to become closer to Christ our
God as well as learning to see all
things in a more spiritual light.
Contributed by Genevieve Bell
x
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Level 7 Literature

Xx

Level 7 Catechism

Level 7 Catechism
Level 7 Catechism has
Level 7 Literature has now
continued to read Volume Two
fnished reading all of Dante's
of Elder Cleopa's The Truth of
Inferno. The poem is written
Our Faith. The class has
from the perspective of the
discussed the Mysteries of Holy
author, who is visited by the
ghost of the ancient roman epic Priesthood, the clerical
poet Virgil. Virgil has been sent hierarchies into which one is
inducted through the laying-on
by some in heaven who are
concerned for Dante's spiritual of hands which has been passed
down from the Apostles, Holy
state, and he guides Dante
through hell. There, Dante sees Matrimony, not to be confused
with secular conceptions of
all different types of repentant
what "marriage" means, and
sinners suffering in different
Holy Unction, anointment for
ways that are metaphorically
the "healing of soul and body".
representative of the nature of
Contributed by Nina Gillquist
the sin they fell to. After
completing the Inferno, students
created their own diagram of
“They have learned
Dante's description of hell as
over a hundred
well as writing an elaboration
vocabulary words,
not to mention all
on the meaning of his
the forms that
description of three sins of their
accompany them.”
choice. They are now well into
Dante's Purgatory, which is
similar to Inferno but focuses on
Reading in Greek
repentance from sin rather than
sin itself.
Contributed by Owen Bender
Greek students have now
Level 7 Literature

added prepositions and adjectives
to their treasure trove of
knowledge. They have learned
over a hundred vocabulary words,
not to mention all the forms that
accompany them.
St. Raphael School Journal

They have learned fve different
types of nouns in the 1st declension
(Feminine and Masculine), but are
taking their time to learn the
material well. Though they are in
their second month, they are only
in lesson 6 (sometimes spending up
to 3 weeks on one lesson). The
students are using the time wisely,
however, as they memorize
vocabulary, paradigms, grammar,
and make their way through the
Greek language.
Contributed by Aislinn Hawkins

Elements of Church
Music
The students of Elements of
Church Music have spent this
month learning the basic
mechanics of Byzantine notation
and how to read it. To help with
their learning, they recently started
chanting short pieces and are
starting to work on the more
advanced mechanics of the
notation. Soon they will start
learning how to chant church
hymns.
Contributed by Susanna Dorham
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X
Iconography
Apprenticeship 2
Iconography
Apprenticeship 2
Iconography Level 2 students have
been progressing with their work
quite diligently. Everything has
been going quite smoothly with the
transition from painting on glass to
painting on homemade gesso
boards. Most recently, students
have gilded (the process in which
gold is put onto a board) halos and
a few have decided to guild their
entire backgrounds. Studying the
beautiful and interesting works of
other iconographers, both modern
and ancient, has become a greater
focus in the level 2 class. They
have been reading texts from
famous iconographers as well as
taking short quizzes on these texts
and ancient icons.
Contributed by Samuel Jenkins

“Studying
the beautiful
and interesting works
of other
Iconographers, both
modern
and ancient”

St. Raphael School Journal
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Owen Bender

Annalise Dawson

Grace Wagner

Column Writer

Assistant Editor

Column Writer

"Life is like a bicycle. To keep your balance, you
must keep moving."
-Albert Einstein

"The only constant
in life is change.”

“You can never get a cup of tea large enough or a
book long enough to suit me.”
- C.S. Lewis

Erika Kjendal

Andrea Woolman

Theodora Cuica

Column Writer

Managing Editor
Website Coordinator

Column Writer

"Any soul that seriously and constantly desires joy
will never miss it. Those who seek fnd. To those
who knock it is opened. "
- C.S. Lewis
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“But he that dares not grasp the thorn should never
crave the rose.”
- Anne Brontë

X

"I can do all things through Christ who strengthens
me."
- Philippians 4:13
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